Bakshi A, Ventura J, DiZio P, Lackner JR. Adaptation to Coriolis perturbations of voluntary body sway transfers to preprogrammed fallrecovery behavior. J Neurophysiol 111: 977-983, 2014. First published December 4, 2013 doi:10.1152/jn.00927.2012.-In a rotating environment, goal-oriented voluntary movements are initially disrupted in trajectory and endpoint, due to movement-contingent Coriolis forces, but accuracy is regained with additional movements. We studied whether adaptation acquired in a voluntary, goal-oriented postural swaying task performed during constant-velocity counterclockwise rotation (10 RPM) carries over to recovery from falling induced using a hold and release (H&R) paradigm. In H&R, standing subjects actively resist a force applied to their chest, which when suddenly released results in a forward fall and activation of an automatic postural correction. We tested H&R postural recovery in subjects (n ϭ 11) before and after they made voluntary fore-aft swaying movements during 20 trials of 25 s each, in a counterclockwise rotating room. Their voluntary sway about their ankles generated Coriolis forces that initially induced clockwise deviations of the intended body sway paths, but fore-aft sway was gradually restored over successive per-rotation trials, and a counterclockwise aftereffect occurred during postrotation attempts to sway fore-aft. In H&R trials, we examined the initial 10-to 150-ms periods of movement after release from the hold force, when voluntary corrections of movement path are not possible. Prerotation subjects fell directly forward, whereas postrotation their forward motion was deviated significantly counterclockwise. The postrotation deviations were in a direction consistent with an aftereffect reflecting persistence of a compensation acquired per-rotation for voluntary swaying movements. These findings show that control and adaptation mechanisms adjusting voluntary postural sway to the demands of a new force environment also influence the automatic recovery of posture.
IN A ROTATING ENVIRONMENT, movements are deviated by Coriolis forces (F C ) that are proportional to the mass (m) of the moving object, its velocity (v) relative to the rotating environment, and the angular velocity of rotation (⍀): F C ϭ Ϫ2m (⍀ ϫ v) . Individuals who make repeated arm or leg movements to targets adapt to the Coriolis forces and regain straight and accurate trajectories within 40 movements, even in the absence of visual feedback DiZio 1994, 2002) . When individuals rock back and forth about their ankles during constant-velocity rotation, attempting to sway fore-aft, they initially show deviated sway paths but soon adapt to the Coriolis forces generated by their movements and regain the desired movement path (Bakshi 2009 ). On cessation of rotation, their voluntary rocking movements exhibit negative aftereffects. These observations indicate that voluntary goaldirected movements can be rapidly adjusted to compensate for the influence of Coriolis forces. The present report addresses whether adaptation to voluntary rocking during rotation transfers to postural recovery from a destabilizing perturbation of upright posture. The initial onset of such recovery under stationary conditions is well below the reaction time for a voluntary movement (Bortolami et al. 2003 (Bortolami et al. , 2010 . Thus the issue is whether preprogrammed as well as short-latency and long-latency reflexive responses are remapped during voluntary movements to take into account the changed demands on body control in a rotating environment. We anticipate this to be the case because long-latency reflexes involve primary motor cortex, which is directly engaged during voluntary motor control of posture (Horak and MacPherson 1996; Matthews 1991) .
To evaluate the recovery of postural balance after a destabilizing perturbation, we used a hold and release (H&R) paradigm (Bortolami et al. 2003 (Bortolami et al. , 2004 ) that provides a pulsatile perturbation that affects the whole body simultaneously. The experimenter holds a constant force against the subject's upper torso, the hold force, which the subject actively resists while maintaining a fully upright stance. Within the next 5 s, the force is suddenly withdrawn (the release) from the subject's torso. The release is complete in less than 25 ms, and the subject's body is propelled forward about the ankles as a consequence of the resulting offset between the center of pressure and the center of mass. After about 55-60 ms, an increasing level of activity occurs in the gastrocnemius and biceps femoris muscles, and about 60 ms later this leads to a forward shift of the center of pressure to brake the body's forward motion. A stereotypical pattern of reciprocal muscle coactivation then rapidly restores balance, returning posture back to normal. The short-latency muscle activations are well below voluntary reaction times.
Our approach was to expose subjects to H&R perturbations under stationary, nonrotating conditions before and then again after they had adapted to making voluntary rocking movements during constant-velocity rotation in a fully enclosed rotating environment. Preadaptation, an H&R perturbation will elicit forward motion of the body about the ankles in the anteriorposterior (AP) plane. If adaptation to voluntary rocking movements made during counterclockwise (CCW) rotation transfers to the reflexive control of posture, then postrotation an H&R perturbation should result in a leftward or CCW deviation of forward body motion relative to the AP plane. This pattern is predicted because rightward Coriolis forces (Fig. 1A) are generated by forward motion of the body during CCW rotation, and leftward with backward body motion. The adaptive com-pensation achieved with repeated voluntary movements counters the Coriolis forces, and its persistence postrotation would deviate forward movements leftward. Accordingly, a postrotation leftward body deviation after an H&R perturbation would indicate transfer of adaptation to preprogrammed muscle excitations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eleven individuals, 6 men and 5 women, participated after giving written consent to an experimental protocol approved by the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. They were without any known sensory, motor, or musculoskeletal impairments that could have influenced their performance on the experimental tasks.
Apparatus. Subjects stood on a balance platform (AMTI AccuSway dual force plate) located at the center of the Ashton Graybiel Spatial Orientation Laboratory slow rotation room (SRR). The SRR is an enclosed circular chamber ϳ7.1 m in diameter. The AMTI force plate measured the three components of the ground reaction forces and their moments separately for each foot. A waist-height, three-sided padded safety railing surrounded the plate. An Optotrak camera system was used to track the positions of infrared emitting diodes attached to the subject's torso (waist) with an accuracy of ϳ0.5 mm in threedimensional space. The force plate and Optotrak data were sampled at 100 Hz.
Procedure. The experiment was divided into three periods: prerotation, 3 H&R and 4 voluntary sway trials; per-rotation, 20 voluntary sway trials each lasting 25 s; and postrotation, 3 H&R trials followed by 10 sway trials. For the H&R trials, the subject stood with his or her feet parallel, about 25 cm apart, and with arms by the sides. The experimenter applied a backward pull at the thoracic (T3) level (Fig. 1B) . The subject actively resisted this force, which over the course of the next 5 s, was suddenly and without warning withdrawn. The subject's task was to regain upright stance without moving feet or arms. A spotter observed the subject, and the safety railings were within easy grasp if needed. Data collection lasted 10 s after release, and each trial was separated by 10 s. During the voluntary rocking trials, the subjects stood in the same stance and attempted to sway fore-aft about the ankles, trying to maintain sagittal plane sway at small amplitude, 4 cm at the head for 25 s, with eyes open. The subjects were instructed not to move their arms during voluntary rocking but to keep them by their hips. They were given practice, receiving verbal feedback from the experimenter viewing a real-time graphic display, to achieve the fore-aft sway at their "natural" frequency, with minimal medial-lateral (ML) deviations. After completion of the prerotation trials, the SRR was accelerated at 1°/s 2 to a constant velocity of 10 rpm CCW. The subject remained standing during acceleration, leaning on the safety rails as needed. Because the subject was at the center of rotation, there was no significant centrifugal force acting on his or her body. At constant velocity, the subject always felt stationary as if in a stationary room. Per-rotation sway trials were initiated 2 min after constant velocity was attained to allow semicircular canal activity to return to baseline level. Between perrotation rocking trials, subjects rested for 30 s. After completion of the per-rotation trials, the SRR was decelerated to rest at 1°/s 2 and 2 min were allowed to elapse before collection of the postrotation H&R trials. The subjects always kept their eyes closed during the H&R trials and thus never received visual feedback about their performance. The experimenter and the spotter continuously observed the subjects during each H&R trial, not only to ensure the subject's safety but also to check that they kept their eyes closed.
Data analysis.
Our interest was what effect voluntary swaying during rotation would have on postrotation H&R trials. Consequently, we were only concerned with the pre-and postrotation H&R trials and the extent to which subjects adapted their body sway to the Coriolis forces generated during the rotation period. The time-synchronized signals from the force plate and the torso marker were passed through a 5th-order, 5-Hz low-pass Butterworth filter. The filter was implemented using the filtfilt function in MATLAB, which processes the data in both the forward and reverse directions, thus ensuring zerophase filtering. The net center of pressure (CP) was calculated from the sum of the relative vertical loading under each leg:
where F z is the vertical component of the force under each foot.
Our primary question was whether the forward path of the body following release from hold would differ post-vs. prerotation. To determine this we set the reference time origin, t ϭ 0, to correspond to the instant following release that the CP first began to move forward and used this reference to define data epochs across trials and subjects. We chose 15 epochs: 0 -10, 10 -20, ..., 140 -150 ms. These time periods represent intervals in which voluntary corrections of movement path would not be possible. For each epoch, we calculated , the direction of CP and torso motion from their changes in position from the beginning to the end of the epoch. If ␦x, ␦y indicates the change in position components in the horizontal plane, then satisfies the following:
The sign of was assigned according to the right-hand rule such that CCW deviations from the AP plane (leftward ML motion during forward AP motion) were positive. The directions of CP and torso movement in each time epoch were averaged across the three H&R trial repetitions and compared pre-vs. postrotation with a multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) and pairwise t-tests. We predicted that the postrotation H&R resultant direction vectors would have a significant CCW angular shift compared with their prerotation directions; hence, we set the significance threshold for one-tailed t-tests. A: a subject standing on the axis of rotation in a rotating reference frame experiences a movement-contingent Coriolis force, F c ϭ Ϫ2m(⍀ ϫ v), during body sway, with m ϭ body mass, ⍀ ϭ angular velocity of reference frame rotation, and v ϭ body velocity. Subjects sway backward and forward in the fore-aft plane, leading to leftward and rightward Coriolis forces. B: hold and release (H&R) paradigm. The solid arrows show the external forces applied to the body, m is the mass of the body, g is the gravitational acceleration, H is the hold force, CP is the center of pressure, and ank is the ankle joint torque. The location of the CP position and the sense of the ankle joint torques are shown. The broken arrows show the directions of body acceleration about the ankles.
RESULTS
During prerotation voluntary rocking trials, the sway path was confined to the AP plane. During the rotation period, subjects initially had the azimuthal angle of their sway plane deviated 25°Ϯ 5°clockwise (CW) for the torso (Fig. 2) . This reflected the influence of the Coriolis force as a function of the velocity and direction of sway. The voluntary sway returned closer to AP sway (10°Ϯ 4°CW) by the last rotation trial. Postrotation, following the H&R trials, the initial voluntary sway trials show a 15°Ϯ 2°CCW shift in the azimuthal orientation, in the direction opposite the deviation of the sway plane during per-rotation sway trials. The CW deviation during the initial rotation period and the CCW shift after rotation was stopped were significantly different from the prerotation baseline (P Ͻ 0.05).
The time scale of CP and torso movement from release to full recovery during a typical H&R trial is on the order of 3-4 s. During this period, both move forward together, and then, as the forward CP position arrests the body motion, both move backward together and oscillate until static balance is regained. Figure 3A shows the position and velocity of the CP in a typical prerotation H&R trial during the first ϳ400 ms. The trace begins at the onset of CP movement, not the onset of release, because there is a time lag following release of the hold force before the CP shifts to brake the forward motion of the body. The relative change in the AP and ML components with respect to their values at the onset of CP movement are computed. Figure 3B shows, for a typical subject, the relative change in the AP vs. the ML components during the forward motion lasting ϳ400 ms after release for an H&R prerotation trial (solid trace) and the initial postrotation trial (dotted trace).
The mean CP and torso motion directions for all time epochs from 10 to 150 ms are shown in Fig. 4A . Also shown are the standard errors across subjects and trial repetitions for the preand postrotation conditions. In all cases, the torso and CP movement direction vectors are deviated leftward (0°is defined as the forward direction) postrotation, indicating a persistence of the adaptation achieved during voluntary rocking movements per-rotation.
The postrotation trials, from the very beginning, have their mean direction vectors deviated leftward from their prerotation values. The direction vectors of the torso are displaced CCW (leftward) by ϳ6°postrotation relative to prerotation during the initial 10 ms, and over the course of subsequent epochs the relative deviation declines but remains Ն2°after 140 ms. For CP, the deviations are ϳ10°for the initial 10-ms epoch and Ն6°for all subsequent epochs. These CCW leftward deviations are the signature sign of a persisting aftereffect of adaptation to per-rotation Coriolis force perturbations of movement paths, for both voluntary arm and voluntary torso movements (Bakshi 2009; Lackner and DiZio 1994) .
We predicted that the postrotation H&R resultant direction vectors would have a significant CCW angular shift compared with prerotation directions. This prediction was first tested by two-way MANOVA, with the two factors being pre-vs. postrotation (PrePost) and time epoch and the dependent measures being torso angle and CP angle. There were 11 subjects in this experiment; however, some torso data were missing for 2 of the subjects, and the SPSS MANOVA routine eliminated them from the analysis because it needs complete data for the multivariate tests. The MANOVA results are shown in the "9 Subjects" MANOVA column of Table 1 . The predicted PrePost factor was not significant. However, inspection of the raw data showed that subject S2 was an extreme outlier on the two dependent measures used in the MANOVA and was usually well over 2 SD from the mean (calculated with S2 included) in every time epoch. With S2 eliminated from the MANOVA, the results in the "8 Subjects" MANOVA column of Table 1 were obtained. The PrePost factor is now significant, as predicted, in both the multivariate test (P ϭ 0.011) and in the subsequent univariate torso ANOVA (P ϭ 0.005), but the univariate PrePost factor was not significant for the CP dependent measure (P ϭ 0.06).
However, t-tests are a better method to identify univariate PrePost effects in our data because they involve fewer assump- tions about the data, use more of the data (11 subjects for CP tests), and are more powerful, involving one-tailed tests because we predicted the direction of the pre-vs. postrotation effect, information which the MANOVA and ANOVA do not use. When pre-vs. postrotation t-tests were done on the torso and CP angles averaged across epochs, the PrePost factor was significant for both the torso (P ϭ 0.003) and CP (P ϭ 0.010) measures (see Table 1 , t-tests and ANOVAs). When one-tailed t-tests were used to look at PrePost contrasts for each of the 15 time epochs, if S2 was excluded, all 15 were significant at the 0.032 level or less for the torso angle measure and at the 0.022 level or less for the CP measure. With S2 included, all the contrasts for both measures were significant at the 0.05 level or less for all 15 epochs. Figure 4B shows the average change (post-minus prerotation) in the ML and AP components of the ground reaction forces that were exerted on the body just prior (20 ms) to the onset of CP movement. The ground reaction force on the left leg is more leftward (negative ⌬F ML ) and backward (negative ⌬F AP ) during post-vs. prerotation H&R trials, whereas for the right leg these differences are smaller or negligible. Figure 4C displays the post-minus prerotation change in the weight fraction percentage (WF%) of the vertical component of the ground reaction force under each foot just prior to CP movement onset. The left leg's weight fraction was higher by an extra ϳ4% of total body weight for the post-vs. prerotation H&R trials. This corresponded to a complementary reduction of equal magnitude in the average load fraction under the right leg. The post-vs. prerotation changes in the pitch and roll components of the torques (Fig. 4D) show that before CP starts moving from the heel position forward, the forward turning torque component, ank ϭ ML , is reduced in magnitude in the postrotation H&R conditions vs. prerotation. The component that turns the body laterally ( AP ) is more leftward deflecting compared with prerotation, given by the negative ⌬ AP value. The torque differences exerted on the right leg are either reduced in magnitude compared with the left leg or show no average change in the post-compared with the prerotation condition. As a consequence of these changes prior to release, the body moves forward and to the left after release.
Two other types of compensations might also occur after release. An anticipatory adaptation effect could occur in which timed feedforward forces to the left could be generated because of adaptation that had been acquired to voluntary sway during the per-rotation condition. Were this happening, we would expect to see the torso trajectory incrementally deviate to the left in successive epochs after release. A reactive path correction adjustment might also occur in which forces would be generated to restore straight-ahead motion as a result of the leftward torso deviation. Reactive mechanisms could include passive dissipative mechanics or active reflexes. If reactive corrections were present, we would expect to see the CP (and torso) trajectory deviate to the right somewhere between 50 and 100 ms after release.
To see whether there was evidence for either of these two types of compensations, we examined the MANOVA and the univariate tests in Table 1 . The test data show that the epoch factor is significant for the torso dependent measure, with successive epochs showing more straight-ahead motion. However, this pattern alone does not prove that there is an active mechanism involved. It could be due to passive friction and viscous forces in the muscles and tendons that gradually slow the body's lateral motion. So, we also took the differences between the torso direction vector angles in the pre-vs. postrotation conditions and used t-tests to look for differences between each of the successive 14 epoch pairs (10 vs. 20, 20 vs. 30, . . ., 140 vs. 150 ms) , looking for either a significant anticipatory adaptation effect (leftward) or reactive path correction adjustment (rightward). Not one of the t-tests was significant (P ϭ 0.119 or greater) for the torso data for any of the epochs. The same result was found for the CP direction vector differences (P ϭ 0.474 or greater for all epochs).
DISCUSSION
When a subject sways forward about the ankles in a CCW rotating room, a rightward-directed Coriolis force is generated, deflecting the forward sway rightward. To prevent this rightward deflection of the torso, the subject's motor control system has to generate compensatory motor innervations that will exactly cancel the effect of the Coriolis force. It needs to learn not only the necessary changes required in the ground reaction forces and torques but also when to execute these changes. When adaptation is complete, some compensation has to be made even before the initiation of sway through open-loop control because of the inherent time delays associated with generating mechanical force. During exposure to the CCW rotating environment, our subjects gradually countered the rightward Coriolis perturbation induced by forward sway (and the leftward perturbation induced by backward sway) until AP sway was nearly regained.
Significant shifts of the directions of CP and torso motion occurred for postrotation vs. prerotation H&R trials. The postrotation shift in movement direction after release from hold was leftward, reflecting a transfer of adaptation from voluntary movements to the "automatic" recovery of upright posture. We had chosen the time period up to 150 ms to analyze following the onset of CP movement, which is shorter than the latency of conscious, voluntary reaction times. Electromyographic (EMG) activity after release from hold has a latency of ϳ50 ms, and a change in CP occurs ϳ50 ms later. Thus we expected any conscious corrections to be apparent only about 200 ms after release. In postrotation trials, significant lateral deviations following release were present for the CP and torso within the first 10-ms epoch. The substantive angular deviation of Ն6°c onfirms a transfer of adaptation achieved during voluntary rocking movements to the recovery of posture from a destabilizing perturbation.
During postrotation H&R trials, subjects broke the weight distribution symmetry between their two legs during the hold period by increasing the weight bearing of the left leg by 4% compared with prerotation trials. The subjects had executed a symmetry breaking loading-unloading mechanism at a moment when the CP had not yet begun to move forward. The post-vs. prerotation change in weight fraction for the right leg is equal in magnitude and opposite to that of the left leg. There is no vertical movement of the body during the hold period, and the sum of the load fractions under both legs always equals the total body weight. Thus any increase in loading of one leg leads to a corresponding decrease in the other leg.
For the other variables (F AP , F ML , AP , ML ), there are no necessary correlative constraints between the two legs. However, for these variables, we found that the magnitudes of average post-minus prerotation differences were greater for the left leg than for the right leg. Thus the learning modulations for all these variables are asymmetrically and predominantly exerted in the "overloaded" left leg. For the specific variable AP , for example, during postrotation H&R trials (compared with prerotation), subjects exerted an extra leftward turning torque (negative ⌬ AP ) on the body with their left leg but no average change of this AP torque component for the underloaded (right) leg. Thus, in addition to the loading-unloading mechanism, the subjects have simultaneously also reset a pressure-distribution control mechanism that not only programs extra torque magnitude to be exerted during the postrotation H&R trials before the forward movement begins but also does it in an asymmetric way, showing up only for the overloaded foot. This asymmetric setting of the pressuredistribution mechanism might possibly be related to the asymmetry induced by overloading of the left leg. For example, our results are consistent with the overloaded leg engaging in pressure-distribution control while the under-loaded right leg remains passively engaged and does not execute muscle-driven torques on the body.
These force and torque variations are present prior to the onset of CP movement, indicating that part of the learning has been encoded into an open-loop preprogrammed control sequence. When voluntary swaying movements are made during rotation, the subjects learn to make lateral force and torque adjustments that are later expressed under stationary conditions prior to voluntary sway and within ϳ10 ms of CP movement onset. These adjustments compensate for anticipated but now absent Coriolis forces. We wondered whether adaptation to Coriolis forces during voluntary postural motion would lead to ML compensations during involuntary falling after release from a hold force. We found no evidence of a progressive increase in postrelease ML deviation in the same direction as the prerelease compensation. It is possible that no postrelease adaptive compensation exists or that it was masked by biomechanical constraints and reflexive mechanisms that would tend to restore midline motion. Bortolami et al. (2003) demonstrated that H&R behavior can be modeled as a multilink inverted pendulum and that the recovery of balance following release from hold could be attributed to a preprogrammed viscoelastic modulation of the joints. A linear model, with its stiffness and damping parameters held constant, fully accounted for the muscle activation patterns and recovery behavior throughout the period from release to restoration of stable upright posture. The advantage of linearity is that joint level control of stiffness and damping under active reflexive modulation can fully describe the postural recovery of normal subjects, those without vestibular function, and those with diabetic neuropathies. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that stiffness and damping are predetermined prior to release during the hold period. The magnitude of the hold force on the sternum and the muscle activation necessary to resist it provide the information necessary to set stiffness and damping values that are then maintained constant following release. Put differently, there is an internal model that adjusts the necessary parameters of the sensorimotor loops for predictive recovery of balance after release from hold. The present experimental findings show that adapting to Coriolis forces generated on the body by voluntary sway during rotation also resets the directional coordinates of the prepared muscle preactivations in place before the release from the hold force. This represents a transfer from updating of internal models of voluntary movement control to predictive automatic control. This pattern means that the body is tuning its control mechanisms to take into account the influence of the environment in which it is embedded on the dynamics of movements made within that environment, be they volitional, preprogrammed, or reflexive.
How does an adaptive tuning acquired during a voluntary movement influence body responses within time scales that are too short for voluntary control in the first place? The findings of Kurtzer et al. (2008) and Pruszynski et al. (2008 Pruszynski et al. ( , 2011 provide a potential explanation. They showed that long-latency arm reflexes also involve an internal model of limb dynamics. When reaching movements to a target are perturbed, the reflexive response is composed of two functionally independent components. One is sensitive to preperturbation muscle activity but not target position, the short-latency reflex acting at 20 -50 ms following a perturbation. The other component is sensitive to target position but not preperturbation muscle activity, the long-latency reflex acting at 50 -100 ms. Kurtzer et al. (2008) proposed that long-latency reflexes share many properties of voluntary responses because they share a common neural substrate. They emphasize that long-latency reflexes, as well as voluntary control, are influenced by primary motor cortex with its rich somatosensory and proprioceptive inputs and ". . . context-dependent responses, and a rich intrinsic interconnectivity that is highly modifiable."
In the same spirit, in our context of adapting body sway to Coriolis forces during rotation, the short-latency reflex will be sensitive to the body deviation induced by the Coriolis force generated, and the long-latency reflex will be sensitive to the goal of the movement, recovery of fore-aft sway. The activation of these reflexes would signal the need to institute corrective accommodations to prevent their elicitation, including alterations in leg loading patterns during voluntary forward and backward body sway. This provides a mechanism for both acquisition of adaptive responses to Coriolis forces during voluntary movements and preparatory asymmetric loading of the legs for facilitating H&R recovery of balance. Matthews (1991) has also emphasized the role of the motor cortex in the mediation and adaptation of the human stretch reflex to features of the environmental context, pointing out, for example, "Yet more remarkably in contrast to the spinal M1 reflex, the long-latency response can be routed to an apparent antagonist if its contraction were mechanically advantageous." The adaptive modification of gait and postural "reflexive" control is also apparent in a broad range of paradigms used to study balance perturbations (e.g., Burleigh and Horak 1996; Horak and Nashner 1986; Horak and MacPherson 1996; Nashner 1976 ) and gait perturbations (Choi and Bastian 2007; Kaski et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2012 Tang et al. , 2013 .
Anticipatory postural activity occurs before voluntary arm or leg movements to counter the effect these movements will have on balance (cf. Balasubramaniam and Wing 2002; Zattara 1981, 1987; Cordo and Nashner 1982; Johannsen et al. 2007; Wing et al. 1997) . Moreover, studies have increasingly pointed to important roles of cognitive demands and attentional influences on balance control and posture stability (McNevin and Wulf 2002; Shumway-Cook et al. 1997; Yardley et al. 1999 ). Many of these influences could, as suggested by Balasubramaniam and Wing (2002) , be attributed to limited attentional capacity. Such manipulations also could be of interest with regard to the setting of preparatory fall-recovery mechanisms we have described in this article.
The present results further emphasize the body's flexibility in being able to adapt to rotating artificial gravity environments. This possibility is of special concern for the feasibility of using rotating vehicles for generating artificial gravity in long-duration space missions . One reason for this adaptability may relate to the observation that often in everyday life we simultaneously turn and reach for objects, thereby generating large Coriolis forces on the reaching arm and orienting head (Pigeon et al. 2003a (Pigeon et al. , 2003b . We must automatically program compensations for these Coriolis forces or they would greatly disrupt performance (Bortolami et al. 2008a (Bortolami et al. , 2008b Hudson et al. 2005; Pigeon et al. 1999) .
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